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Alexander the Great
Presents a vivid, readable biography of a brilliant, often contradictory leader, from
his youth in Macedonia as the son of King Philip and Queen Olympia, his education
by Aristotle, his military conquests, and his influence on the ancient world. Reprint.

The Genius of Alexander the Great
Alexander the Great conquers the New York Times best-selling Who Was? series!
When Alexander was a boy in ancient Macedon, he already had grand ambitions.
He complained that his father, the great king of Macedon, wasn't leaving anything
for him to conquer! This, of course, was not the case. King Alexander went on to
control most of the known world of the time. His victories won him many
supporters, but they also earned him enemies. This easy-to-read biography offers a
fascinating look at the life of Alexander and the world he lived in.

Alexander the Great and the Hellenistic Age
Explores the ambitions and achievements of Alexander the Great and the age in
which he lived.

Who Was Alexander the Great?
Alexander the Great: A New History combines traditional scholarship with
contemporary research to offer an innovative treatment of one of history's most
famous figures. Written by leading experts in the field Looks at a wide range of
diverse topics including Alexander's religious views, his entourage during his
campaign East, his sexuality, the influence of his legacy, and his representations in
art and cinema Discusses Alexander's influence, from his impact on his
contemporaries to his portrayals in recent Hollywood films A highly informed and
enjoyable resource for students and interested general readers
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Alexander the Great
In 336 BC Alexander the Great became king of Macedon. During his twelve-year
reign he conquered the Achaemenid Persian Empire, the largest to have yet
existed, and in the process had a profound effect on the world he moved through.
In this examination of his life and career, Hugh Bowden explores his cultural and
historical legacy.

Alexander the Great
"As a commander of men of many races, Alexander was and is incomparable. As a
statesman he envisaged, and to some extent created, an ecumenical kingdom
which rose above race and nation and which enjoyed peace and prosperity,
extending from his birthplace in Macedonia to the borders of Kashmir. His intellect
and charismatic personality so fascinated those he conquered that they served in
his army and administration and adopted him as the hero of their quasi-mythical
romances. We have much to learn today from this genius of a man who died
having achieved so much at the age of thirty-two."--BOOK JACKET.

Alexander the Great
Alexander the Great became king of Macedon in 336 BC, when he was only 20
years old, and died at the age of 32, twelve years later. During his reign he
conquered the Achaemenid Persian Empire, the largest empire that had ever
existed, leading his army from Greece to Pakistan, and from the Libyan desert to
the steppes of Central Asia. His meteoric career, as leader of an alliance of Greek
cities, Pharaoh of Egypt, and King of Persia, had a profound effect on the world he
moved through. Even in his lifetime his achievements became legendary and in the
centuries that following his story was told and retold throughout Europe and the
East. Greek became the language of power in the Eastern Mediterranean and much
of the Near East, as powerful Macedonian dynasts carved up Alexander's empire
into kingdoms of their own, underlaying the flourishing Hellenistic civilization that
emerged after his death. But what do we really know about Alexander? In this Very
Short Introduction, Hugh Bowden goes behind the usual historical accounts of
Alexander's life and career. Instead, he focuses on the evidence from Alexander's
own time — letters from officials in Afghanistan, Babylonian diaries, records from
Egyptian temples — to try and understand how Alexander appeared to those who
encountered him. In doing so he also demonstrates the profound influence the
legends of his life have had on our historical understanding and the controversy
they continue to generate worldwide. ABOUT THE SERIES: The Very Short
Introductions series from Oxford University Press contains hundreds of titles in
almost every subject area. These pocket-sized books are the perfect way to get
ahead in a new subject quickly. Our expert authors combine facts, analysis,
perspective, new ideas, and enthusiasm to make interesting and challenging topics
highly readable.

Alexander the Great
Recounts the "History of Alexander's Conquests" of Ptolemy Lagides, a Macedonian
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officer who accompanied Alexander the Great during his conquests and who was
later to lead the city of Alexandria in its triumph after Alexander's death.

Alexander the Great
More than two millennia have passed, but Alexander the Great is still a household
name. His life was an adventure story and took him to every corner of the ancient
world. His memory and glamour persist, and his early death at thirty-three has
kept him evergreen in our imaginations with a legacy that meant something
different to every age- in the Middle Ages he became an exemplar of knightly
chivalry, he was a star of Renaissance paintings, and by the early twentieth
century he even came to resemble an English gentleman. But who was he in his
own time? In Alexander the Great, Anthony Everitt judges Alexander's life against
the criteria of his own age and considers all his contradictions. We meet the
Macedonian prince who was naturally inquisitive and fascinated by science and
exploration, who enjoyed the arts and used the poet Homer's great epic, the Iliad,
as a bible. As his empire grew, stretching from Greece and Macedonia to Ancient
Egypt and Persia and all the way to India, Alexander exhibited respect for the
traditions of his new subjects and careful judgment in administering rule over a
vast territory. But his career also had a dark side. An inveterate conqueror, who in
his short life built the largest empire to that point in history, Alexander glorified
war and was known to commit acts of great cruelty. As debates continue about the
meaning of his life, Alexander's death remains an unsolved mystery. Did he die of
natural causes, felled by a fever, or did his marshals, angered by his tyrannical
behavior, kill him? An explanation of his death can lie only in what we know of his
life, and Everitt ventures to solve that puzzle, offering an ending to Alexander's
story that has eluded so many for so long.

Alexander the Great and the Logistics of the Macedonian Army
“Plutarch regularly shows that great leaders transcend their own purely material
interests and petty, personal vanities. Noble ideals actually do matter, in
government as in life.” —Michael Dirda, Washington Post Pompey, Caesar, Cicero,
Brutus, Antony: the names still resonate across thousands of years. Major figures
in the civil wars that brutally ended the Roman republic, their lives pose a question
that haunts us still: how to safeguard a republic from the flaws of its leaders. This
reader’s edition of Plutarch delivers a fresh translation of notable clarity,
explanatory notes, and ample historical context in the Preface and Introduction.

Alexander the Great: A Very Short Introduction
Alexander the Great conquered territories on a superhuman scale and established
an empire that stretched from Greece to India. He spread Greek culture and
education throughout his empire, and was worshipped as a living god by many of
his subjects. But how great is a leader responsible for the deaths on tens of
thousands of people? A ruler who prefers constant warring to administering the
peace? A man who believed he was a god, who murdered his friends, and
recklessly put his soldiers lives at risk? Ian Worthington delves into Alexander's
successes and failures, his paranoia, the murders he engineered, his megalomania,
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and his constant drinking. It presents a king corrupted by power and who, for his
own personal ends, sacrificed the empire his father had fought to establish.

Alexander the Great
Biography of Alexander the Great.

Alexander the Great
A concise introduction to the career and impact of the great Macedonian conqueror
and the main themes of his reign.

Alexander The Great
This 1993 book attempts to analyse and evaluate in detail the sources of
information that the ancient writers Plutarch and Arrian drew on.

The Treasures of Alexander the Great
The Alexander the Great that features in this illustrated guide is the one we are all
familiar with: the king who lived a life of mythical proportions' and never lost a
battle'.

Alexander the Great and His Time
This work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important, and is part
of the knowledge base of civilization as we know it. This work was reproduced from
the original artifact, and remains as true to the original work as possible.
Therefore, you will see the original copyright references, library stamps (as most of
these works have been housed in our most important libraries around the world),
and other notations in the work. This work is in the public domain in the United
States of America, and possibly other nations. Within the United States, you may
freely copy and distribute this work, as no entity (individual or corporate) has a
copyright on the body of the work. As a reproduction of a historical artifact, this
work may contain missing or blurred pages, poor pictures, errant marks, etc.
Scholars believe, and we concur, that this work is important enough to be
preserved, reproduced, and made generally available to the public. We appreciate
your support of the preservation process, and thank you for being an important
part of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant.

The History of Alexander the Great, Being the Syriac Version of
the Pseudo-Callisthenes
In 336 b.c. Philip of Macedonia was assassinated and his twenty-year-old son,
Alexander, inherited his kingdom. Immediately quelling rebellion, Alexander
extended his father’s empire through-out the Middle East and into parts of Asia,
fulﬁlling the soothsayer Aristander’s prediction that the new king “should perform
acts so important and glorious as would make the poets and musicians of future
ages labour and sweat to describe and celebrate him.” The Life of Alexander the
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Great is one of the ﬁrst surviving attempts to memorialize the achievements of this
legendary king, remembered today as the greatest military genius of all time. This
exclusive Modern Library edition, excerpted from Plutarch’s Lives, is a riveting tale
of honor, power, scandal, and bravery written by the most eminent biographer of
the ancient world.

Alexander the Great
Elucidates the legendary general's military campaigns and political ideas in light of
his Macedonian heredity and background

Alexander the Great
A Wicked History is the definitive biography series for middle and high school
students on the evil individuals who twisted the course of history. Newly revised
editions include additional resources that supplement and support the core text.
These include related primary sources, prompts for students to reflect on what
they've read, and project ideas for further inquiry. Engaging narratives introduce
readers to history's most famous and infamous figures Sophisticated design
appeals to high-school and middle-school readers Controlled vocabulary and
sentence length make these books highly readable Directly correlated to Social
Studies Standards for Middle and High School www.factsfornow.scholastic.com See
page 1 for more information.

Alexander the Great Failure
This book is possibly the most comprehensive biography of Alexander in print. It
presents his story strictly on the basis of ancient sources, making use as much as
possible of contemporary Greek inscriptions, coins, and of non-western evidence
(Babylonian tablets, Egyptian papyri, Bactrian parchments). The latter in particular
change our understanding of how the Achaemenid state was run and how the
Macedonian conquests were perceived from the Oriental perspective. The book’s
protagonist was the first in Western Civilization to be hailed Great. The specific
aura and charisma of this young ruler, the scale of his conquests and the exotic
landscapes and peoples encountered during a tireless trek of over 35,000 km
spanning three continents is what the broader public have always found
particularly appealing. The author travelled extensively in the footsteps of
Alexander and made use of other geographical accounts to elucidate the spatial
perspective of his conquests. Space and politics define the dynamics of his story.
The author presents Alexander as a component of the historical processes in his
epoch and considers his influence on developments in Greece, Macedonia, the
Persian Empire and neighbouring countries. The book tries to steer clear of both
idealizing Alexander the Great, typical of some earlier modern biographies, and of
deconstructing his personality, which mars the minimalist approach of today’s
scholarship.

A History of Greece to the Death of Alexander the Great
This book explains what made Alexander 'Great' according to the people and
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expectations of his time and place.

Alexander the Great
The Life of Alexander the Great
Alexander the Great
Examines the short reign of the Macedonian leader and explains why, despite his
great conquests, that his unpredictable behavior as a ruler ensured the his empire
would not survive him and would be followed by fifty years of political chaos.

Philip II and Alexander the Great
The careers of Philip II and his son Alexander the Great (III) were interlocked in
innumerable ways: Philip II centralized ancient Macedonia, created an army of
unprecedented skill and flexibility, came to dominate the Greek peninsula, and
planned the invasion of the Persian Empire with a combined Graeco-Macedonian
force, but it was Alexander who actually led the invading forces, defeated the great
Persian Empire, took his army to the borders of modern India, and created a
monarchy and empire that, despite its fragmentation, shaped the political, cultural,
and religious world of the Hellenistic era. Alexander drove the engine his father
had built, but had he not done so, Philip's achievements might have proved as
ephemeral as had those of so many earlier Macedonian rulers. On the other hand,
some scholars believe that Alexander played a role, direct or indirect, in the
murder of his father, so that he could lead the expedition to Asia that his father
had organized. In short, it is difficult to understand or assess one without
considering the other. This collection of previously unpublished articles looks at the
careers and impact of father and son together. Some of the articles consider only
one of the Macedonian rulers although most deal with both, and with the
relationship, actual or imagined, between the two. The volume will contain articles
on military and political history but also articles that look at the self-generated
public images of Philip and Alexander, the counter images created by their
enemies, and a number that look at how later periods understood them,
concluding with the Hollywood depiction of the relationship. Despite the plethora of
collected works that deal with Philip and Alexander, this volume promises to make
a genuine contribution to the field by focusing specifically on their relationship to
one another.

Alexander the Great
Dramatizes the life of the Grecian conqueror from his taming of Bucephalas, his
spirited horse, as a teenager to his death, as an emperor, at thirty-two

Alexander the Great
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Alexander the Great
War, the most profitable economic activity in the ancient world, transferred wealth
from the vanquished to the victor. Invasions, sieges, massacres, annexations, and
mass deportations all redistributed property with dramatic consequences for kings
and commoners alike. No conqueror ever captured more people or property in so
short a lifetime than Alexander the Great in the late fourth century BC. For all its
savagery, the creation of Alexander's empire has generally been hailed as a
positive economic event for all concerned. Even those harshly critical of Alexander
today tend to praise his plundering of Persia as a means of liberating the moribund
resources of the East. To test this popular interpretation, The Treasures of
Alexander the Great investigates the kinds and quantities of treasure seized by the
Macedonian king, from gold and silver to land and slaves. It reveals what became
of the king's wealth and what Alexander's redistribution of these vast resources
can tell us about his much-disputed policies and personality. Though Alexander
owed his vast fortune to war, battle also distracted him from competently
managing his spoils and much was wasted, embezzled, deliberately destroyed, or
idled unprofitably. The Treasures of Alexander the Great provides a long-overdue
and accessible account of Alexander's wealth and its enormous impact on the
ancient world.

Alexander the Great
Alexander the Great
Within the span of thirteen years, Alexander the Great changed the face of the
world more decisively and with more long-lasting effects than any other statesman
has ever done. It is therefore no surprise that there has been, and still is, so much
debate about both his personality and his achievement. The great merit of
Professor Hammond's biography is that, with impressive mastery of the evidence,
he sets the record straight between the extremes of romantic hero worship on the
one hand and scholarly demolition on the other. Based on his detailed knowledge
of the literarysources and on his own experience of warfare in Alexander's native
country, Professor Hammond presents a compelling picture of Alexander in his
public life as king, commander and statesman. This revised biography includes
new material and extensive reference to literary sources.

Alexander the Great
The History of Alexander the Great
Comprised of relevant selections from the writings of four ancient historians, this
volume provides a complete narrative of the important events in the life of
Alexander the Great. The Introduction sets these works in historical context, from
the conclusion of the Peloponnesian War through Alexander's conquest of Asia, and
provides an assessment of Alexander's historical importance, as well as a survey of
the central controversies surrounding his personality, aims and intentions. Includes
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a timeline, maps, bibliography, glossary, and index.

Sources for Alexander the Great
The most important work on Alexander the Great to appear in a long time. Engels
uses all the archaeological work done in Asia in the past generation and makes it
accessible. Careful analysis of terrain, climate, and supply requirements are
throughout combined in a fashion to help account for Alexander's strategic
decision in the light of the options open to him. The chief merit of this splendid
book is the way in which it brings an ancient army to life, as it really was and
moved: the hours it took for simple operations of washing and cooking and feeding
animals; the train of noncombatants moving with the army--New York Review of
Books.

The Age of Caesar: Five Roman Lives
Presents the distinguished scholar's classic biography of the Greek conqueror,
supplemented by detailed textual notes

Alexander the Great
This exciting new volume includes a selection of the most significant and
representative published articles and chapters about Alexander and covers all the
main areas of debate and discussion in Alexander scholarship.

Alexander the Great
Ten essays from a symposium held at Newcastle University in 1997, which
examine the general themes of kingship and imperialism by focusing on the
romances that surround Alexander.

Alexander the Great in Fact and Fiction
Alexander's legacy has had a major impact on military tacticians, scholars,
statesmen, adventurers, authors, and filmmakers. Cartledge brilliantly evokes
Alexander's remarkable political and military accomplishments, cutting through the
myths to show why he was such a great leader. He explores our endless
fascination with Alexander and gives us insight into his charismatic leadership, his
capacity for brutality, and his sophisticated grasp of international politics.
Alexander the Great is an engaging portrait of a fascinating man, and a welcome
balance to the myths, legends, and often skewed history that have obscured the
real Alexander.

Alexander the Great
A masterly narrative survey of 300 years from Alexander's conquest and empire to
the triumph of Rome.

The Lost Book of Alexander the Great
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In the first authoritative biography of Alexander the Great written for a general
audience in a generation, classicist and historian Philip Freeman tells the
remarkable life of the great conqueror. The celebrated Macedonian king has been
one of the most enduring figures in history. He was a general of such skill and
renown that for two thousand years other great leaders studied his strategy and
tactics, from Hannibal to Napoleon, with countless more in between. He flashed
across the sky of history like a comet, glowing brightly and burning out quickly:
crowned at age nineteen, dead by thirty-two. He established the greatest empire
of the ancient world; Greek coins and statues are found as far east as Afghanistan.
Our interest in him has never faded. Alexander was born into the royal family of
Macedonia, the kingdom that would soon rule over Greece. Tutored as a boy by
Aristotle, Alexander had an inquisitive mind that would serve him well when he
faced formidable obstacles during his military campaigns. Shortly after taking
command of the army, he launched an invasion of the Persian empire, and
continued his conquests as far south as the deserts of Egypt and as far east as the
mountains of present-day Pakistan and the plains of India. Alexander spent nearly
all his adult life away from his homeland, and he and his men helped spread the
Greek language throughout western Asia, where it would become the lingua franca
of the ancient world. Within a short time after Alexander’s death in Baghdad, his
empire began to fracture. Best known among his successors are the Ptolemies of
Egypt, whose empire lasted until Cleopatra. In his lively and authoritative
biography of Alexander, classical scholar and historian Philip Freeman describes
Alexander’s astonishing achievements and provides insight into the mercurial
character of the great conqueror. Alexander could be petty and magnanimous,
cruel and merciful, impulsive and farsighted. Above all, he was ferociously,
intensely competitive and could not tolerate losing—which he rarely did. As
Freeman explains, without Alexander, the influence of Greece on the ancient world
would surely not have been as great as it was, even if his motivation was not to
spread Greek culture for beneficial purposes but instead to unify his empire. Only a
handful of people have influenced history as Alexander did, which is why he
continues to fascinate us.

Alexander
When the Oracle of Delphi told Alexander the Great that he was invincible, it was
right. The son of the great King Philip II of Macedonia, Alexander was educated by
Aristotle and commanded a wing of his father's army in the victory over the
Thebans and Athenians at the Battle of Chaeronea—all when he was still just a
teenager. By the time of his death at age 32, he had amassed an empire that
stretched from the Adriatic Sea to the Indus River and included all of Persia and
most of Egypt. He ruled as both the shah of Persia and as a pharaoh of Egypt by
right of conquest, and he was also crowned king of Asia. Here, historian Bill Yenne
illuminates the legendary vision of this classical hero. Exhibiting the best traits of a
battlefield leader, Alexander was audacious, aggressive, fearless and victorious.
His unfailing integration of strategic vision and tactical genius took him to the ends
of the earth, and into immortality as a military leader. Alexander's influence on
cultural and political history and the scope of his military prowess remains aweinspiring to this day.
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